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Subject: WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - UNIT 2 - FINAL SAFETY
ANALYSIS REPORT (FSAR), SECTION 9.1, "FUEL STORAGE AND
HANDLING"

The purpose of this letter is to provide a copy showing the planned changes to FSAR
Section 9.1, ""Fuel Storage and Handling." This information is being submitted in order to
facilitate an NRC review request.

The enclosure provides both the proposed mark-ups and the proposed revised cleaned
pages (i.e., Pages 9.1-5, 9.1-10, and Table 9.1-1 of Section 9.1). No further changes are
anticipated to Section 9.1. There are no new commitments made in this letter.

If you have any questions, please contact Bill Crouch at (423) 365-2004.
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21st day of December, 2010.
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Masoud a' stani
Watts B r nit 2 Vice President
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fuel pool water at or below 159.20 F in the worst case design basis single failure
scenario.

The SFPCCS incorporates two trains of equipment (plus a spare pump capable of
operation in either train). The flow through the pool provides sufficient mixing to ensure
uniform water conditions throughout the pool. For nor.mal fu or,, .. .r,,flig and full
core off lond feollo-ing normnl ref'-lo!n o'-tne•_ the h~et bid in the "nent f"el nonl i" -- •-. -- ~-
normally Ifmitc•l.d. t • 25I-.61. E--06 Btuihr. AITr.atiylt, uip to 50.21 =+06 BtuLhr •a• be
placcd in tho .p.nt fuol pool within .pecific limitatinop fu cl S.etW8 Pe• l coointg heat
cxchangor fouling and comF:ponont cooling cyctem SUPPly tcmRpcraturcc lecz-s than tho
desigR tomporaturo of 05 dogroczs F. Sufficicnt cpont fuol Pool cooling cguipmcnt 06
epcrated and the rate of fuel transfor al. contArollod to accuro that the cpcnt fucl pooGl
tomfporaturo docc not oxcood 160.0F during anticipatcd rcfucling actiyitioc. Under
design basis Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) temperatures and heat exchanger fouling
conditions, the heat load in the spent fuel pool is limited to 28.1 E+06 BTU/hr during
refueling outages. Under more favorable conditions, up to 50.2E+06 BTU/hr may be
accommodated. Cycle specific calculations may be performed prior to the start of a
refueling outage to determine the exact heat removal capability of the SFPCCS using
recent heat exchanger performance testing and anticipated UHS temperatures:
otherwise, 28.1 E+06 BTU/hr may not be exceeded. The rate of fuel transfer from the
reactor to the SFP is controlled such that, with one (1) train of SFPCCS in service, the
SFP temperature will remain below 151.2 OF. Operating procedures provide the
controls to ensure these limitations are met. A decay heat calculation is routinely
performed at the end of each operating cycle to produce heat decay vs time curves for
the core and spent fuel pool. This calculation can be used to determine the time to
begin core offload and the rate at which the core can be off loaded.

9.1.3.1.2 Spent Fuel Pool Dewatering Protection

System piping is arranged so that failure of any pipeline cannot drain the spent fuel
pool below the water level required for radiation shielding. A water level of ten feet or
more above the top of the stored spent fuel assemblies is maintained to limit direct
gamma dose rate.

9.1.3.1.3 Water Purification

The system's demineralizer and filter are designed to provide adequate purification to
permit unrestricted access to the spent fuel storage area for plant personnel and
maintain optical clarity of the spent fuel pool water surface by use of the system's
skimmers, strainer, and skimmer filter.

9.1.3.1.4 Flood Mode Cooling

Section 2.4.14 presents the design basis operation of the SFPCCS when it may be
used for reactor core cooling during flooded plant conditions.

9.1.3.2 System Description
The SFPCCS, shown in Figure 9.1-3, consists of two cooling trains (plus a backup
pump capable of operation in either train), a purification loop, and a separate skimmer
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9.1.3.3.3 Pool and Fuel Temperatures
The cooling of the spent fuel assemblies stored within the storage racks has been
analyzed for effective and adequate cooling under all postulated pool storage
conditions.

Two discharge scenarios have been evaluated for both single and dual SFP cooling
train operation. Case one considers a full core discharge while a second case
considers a full core discharge following a normal refueling. Each case considers the
accumulated decay heat of all previously discharged spent nuclear fuel assemblies
stored in the SFP. Maximum bulk water temperatures for each core off load scenario
are given in Table 9.1-1. With a 12 day d., ay time, the maximum heat load a..o.iatcd
.Y -ith.1_ 11 ful FSr dlishargc iG 30.06F=+06 BWAFh Whi01o the maximum hca Un t load for full
corc dlic.harg. folloWing a normal r.fu•"ling •utago case is 25.61 =+06 Btu/hr.Following
unit shutdown, a decay time of approximately 33 days prior to the completion of core
offload is required to maintain the total SFP decay heat below 28.1 E+06 BTU/hr design
basis limit.

For nrEFmal full coro rofueling and full corc of lo1ad following a no~rmal rfcngoutage,
the heat load in tho Gpent fuol poo~l 06 norm~ally li~mitod- tos 225.61 E446 Btu/hr.
Altr.ativly, up to 50.21 E-06t ,/h- can b placcd in -b- ,Rthe pc , fuoI ,p lI witin
-poc--ic limitationc on •pcnt fuol pool cooliRghoat cxchangc #fouling and- cMPnnt
cool;ig system .upp.y t""mp..atUr... les than thc dign to . .mpratur. of 95°F.For full
core offload following a normal refueling outage (Emergency Offload), it is assumed
that a unit is required to shutdown 36 days after a refueling outage on the opposite unit.
Following shutdown, it is assumed that core offload will be completed after a 60 day
decay time. Under these conditions, the maximum SFP decay heat will be less than
25.61 E+06 BTU/hr. which is less than the normal refueling case. Specific guidance in
the form of allowable spent fuel pool decay heat curves for lessbetter than design
conditions of spent fuel pool heat exchanger fouling and shell side cooling
temperatures has been developed. Decay heat curves are provided which allow
outage specific variation in maximum spent fuel pool decay heat load based on known
values of spent fuel pool heat exchanger fouling factors and component cooling
system temperatures. Sufficient spent fuel pool cooling equipment is operated and the
rate of fuel transfer is controlled to assure that the spent fuel pool temperature does
not exceed 150'F during anticipated refueling activities. Operating procedures provide
the controls to ensure these limitations are met. A decay heat calculation is routinely
performed at the end of each operating cycle to produce heat decay vs time curves for
the core and spent fuel pool. This calculation may be used to determine the time to
begin core off load and the rate at which the core can be off loaded.

The maximum local water temperature and maximum local fuel temperature have
been determined to evaluate the possibility of nucleate boiling on the surface of the fuel
assemblies. Analysis has shown that for any scenario with at least one SFPCCS train
available, localized boiling does not occur within the fuel racks. The decay heat flux of
the rods is greatest at the fuel mid-height. Mid height fuel cladding temperatures of
208.2-F, 217.1-F, and 208.90F have been calculated based on no blockage, partial
blockage, and off-center placement of an assembly in a rack cell respectively. Local
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Table 9.1-1 SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM DESIGN
PARAMETERS

Spent fFuel _Pool &Storage eCapacity

Spent fFuel _Pool wWater vVolume--,a

Nominal bBoron eConcentration of the eSpent fFuel f9Pool wWater7-
Ppff

1386 Assemblies

372,460(1) gallons

2,000_ppm

Maximum Maximum SFP Loss of Boil-Off Time
SFP SFP Cooling to 1Oft" Above

Temperature Temperature Heatup Rate Rack With Nno
Decay Heat- U (2-Train) (1-Train) (0F/hrl Makeup
JMBti4TU/hrl 19FI !.Fl .hrje

I

I

Normal Full
Core
Discharge(31
Gasee4 39&
assembes9(e2 )

Emeraencv
Offload (41

WRPla.~ed-

Optimum
(Better than
Design)

Conditions (5
IMa~av;u,,

A,!ewed Deeay

Heat a-t eb-
QeesiSP HX-
Feulig aPA-

GGS~~e

49-928.1 124.7124.7 4161.251.2 42.899.88 36._947.4

I
2&.642 5.6

60.2150.2

1-2.3129.3 159.2159.2 9-4G8.40 6.14955.1

2-4-628.1-2-9.129.3 -1-9.159.2 16.4616.46

(1)

(2)

(3)

Inc1IuaIng cacIK p11 arca '.eiumeinciuaing Cask P'it Are a Volume
4i!!s•Decav Heat in accordance with ANS Standard 5_1

"Dpcay Heat Pawer in tinaht Watflr R9eactorsh" and USNRC Reailatorv Heuide 3a54 "Snent Fuel Heat Saenerdtion

in an Independent Spent Fuel Pool Storage Installation."

1007 acmb nbli store d oac addiinli 9s6 assmbly ditioral, follewing a full Cor1 discharoe (103

assem 444rLltored lenarv fuel assemblies nlus an additional full core (193 assemblies) discharged after 33 davs
decay time at desion basis heat exchanoer foulina conditions and Technical Soecification Ultimate Heat Sink

(UHS) temperatures. The normal refueling interval for WBN is 18 months, with refueling outages typically
scheduled in the spring and fall.

(4) Stored legacy fuel assemblies, plus 96 assemblies discharged the previous refueling outage, decayed 96 days,

plus an additional full core (193 assemblies) discharged after 60 days decay time. The SFP has been analyzed
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for a maximum water temperature of 159.2 TF.
(5) Considers better than design heat exchanger fouling and better than design UHS temperature
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fuel pool water at or below 159.20 F in the worst case design basis single failure
scenario.

The SFPCCS incorporates two trains of equipment (plus a spare pump capable of
operation in either train). The flow through the pool provides sufficient mixing to ensure
uniform water conditions throughout the pool. Under design basis Ultimate Heat Sink
(UHS) temperatures and heat exchanger fouling conditions, the heat load in the spent
fuel pool is limited to 28.1 E+06 BTU/hr during refueling outages. Under more
favorable conditions, up to 50.2E+06 BTU/hr may be accommodated. Cycle specific
calculations may be performed prior to the start of a refueling outage to determine the
exact heat removal capability of the SFPCCS using recent heat exchanger
performance testing and anticipated UHS temperatures; otherwise, 28. E+06 BTU/hr
may not be exceeded. The rate of fuel transfer from the reactor to the SFP is controlled
such that, with one (1) train of SFPCCS in service, the SFP temperature will remain
below 151.2 OF. Operating procedures provide the controls to ensure these limitations

*are met. A decay heat calculation is routinely performed at the end of each operating
cycle to produce heat decay vs time curves for the core and spent fuel pool. This
calculation can be used to determine the time to begin core offload and the rate at
which the core can be off loaded.

9.1.3.1.2 Spent Fuel Pool Dewatering Protection

System piping is arranged so that failure of any pipeline cannot drain the spent fuel
pool below the water level required for radiation shielding. A water level of ten feet or
more above the top of the stored spent fuel assemblies is maintained to limit direct
gamma dose rate.

9.1.3.1.3 Water Purification

The system's demineralizer and filter are designed to provide adequate purification to
permit unrestricted access to the spent fuel storage area for plant personnel and
maintain optical Clarity of the spent fuel pool water surface by use of the system's
skimmers, strainer, and skimmer filter.

9.1.3.1.4 Flood Mode Cooling

Section 2.4.14 presents the design basis operation of the SFPCCS when it may be
used for reactor core cooling during flooded plant conditions.

9.1.3.2 System Description

The SFPCCS, shown in Figure 9.1-3, consists of two cooling trains (plus a backup
pump capable of operation in either train), a purification loop, and a separate skimmer
loop. The electrical logic control diagrams for this system are shown in Figures 9.1-4
and 9.1-5.

The SFPCCS removes decay heat from fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. Spent fuel
is placed in the pool during the refueling sequence'and stored there until it is shipped
offsite. The system normally handles the heat load from either a full core or 1/3 of a
core freshly discharged from each reactor plus the decreasing heat load from
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Two discharge scenarios have been evaluated for both single and dual SFP cooling
train operation. Case one considers a full core discharge while a second case
considers a full core discharge following a normal refueling. Each case considers the
accumulated decay heat of all previously discharged spent nuclear fuel assemblies
stored in the SFP. Maximum bulk water temperatures for each core off load scenario
are given in Table 9.1-1. Following unit shutdown, a decay time of approximately 33
days prior to the completion of core offload is required to maintain the total SFP decay
heat below 28.1E+06 BTU/hr design basis limit.

For full core offload following a normal refueling outage (Emergency Offload), it is
assumed that a unit is required to shutdown 36 days after a refueling outage on the
opposite unit. Following shutdown, it is assumed that core offload will be completed
after a 60 day decay time. Under these conditions, the maximum SFP decay heat will
be less than 25.61 E+06 BTU/hr, which is less than the normal refueling case. Specific
guidance in the form of allowable spent fuel pool decay heat curves for better than
design conditions of spent fuel pool heat exchanger fouling and shell side cooling
temperatures has been developed. Decay heat curves are provided which allow
outage specific variation in, maximum spent fuel pool decay heat load based on known
values of spent fuel pool heat exchanger fouling factors and component cooling
system temperatures. Sufficient spent fuel pool cooling equipment is operated and the
rate of fuel transfer is controlled to assure that the spent fuel pool temperature does
not exceed 150°F during anticipated refueling activities. Operating procedures provide
the controls to ensure these limitations are met. A decay heat calculation is routinely
performed at the end of each operating cycle to produce heat decay vs time curves for
the core and spent fuel pool. This calculation may be used to determine the time to
begin core off load and the rate at which the core can be off loaded.

The maximum local water temperature and maximum local fuel temperature have
been determined to evaluate the possibility of nucleate boiling on the surface of the fuel
assemblies. Analysis has shown that for any scenario with at least one SFPCCS train
available, localized boiling does not occur within the fuel racks. The decay heat flux of
the rods is greatest at the fuel mid-height. Mid height fuel cladding temperatures of
208.2°F, 217.1°F, and 208.90 F have been calculated based on no blockage, partial
blockage, and off-center placement of an assembly in a rack cell respectively. Local
maximum water temperatures of 193.7°F, 204.1 F, and 195.2 0F have been calculated
for the no blockage, partial blockage, and off-center placement cases respectively. The
local saturation temperature at the top of the racks (240.70 F) is greater than any
calculated local water temperature, which precludes the possibility of nucleate boiling.
Additionally, the local saturation temperature is greater than any calculated fuel
cladding temperature, which would preclude the possibility of film boiling at the surface
of the fuel rods.

The approach to localized boiling within the racks has been evaluated for highest
allowable spent fuel decay heat load (50.21 Mbtu/hr) in Reference [1]. The conclusions
of the evaluation indicate that greater than 60F margin to localized boiling exist
between the maximum calculated fuel clad temperature and the local saturation
temperature even at the highest allowable heat load.
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Table 9.1-1 SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM DESIGN
PARAMETERS

Spent Fuel Pool Storage Capacity 1386 Assemblies

Spent Fuel Pool Water Volume 372,460(1) gallons

Nominal Boron Concentration of the Spent Fuel Pool Water 2,000 ppm

Maximum Maximum Boil-Off Time
SFP SFP SFP Loss of to 1Oft Above

Temperature Temperature Cooling Rack With no
Decay Heat (2) (2-Train) (1-Train) Heatup Rate Makeup

(MBTU/hr) (OF) (OF) (°F/hr) (hr)

Normal Full 28.1 124.7 151.2 9.88 47.4
Core
Discharge(3)

Emergency 25.6 129.3 159.2 8.40 55.1
Offload (4) I
Optimum 50.2 129.3 159.2 16.46 28.1
(Better than
Design)
Conditions (5)

(1) Including Cask Pit Area Volume

(2) Decay Heat in accordance with ANS Standard 5.1, "Decay Heat Power in Light Water Reactors," and USNRC

Regulatory Guide 3.54, "Spent Fuel Heat Generation in an Independent Spent Fuel Pool Storage Installation."
(3) Stored legacy fuel assemblies, plus an additional full core (193 assemblies) discharged after 33 days decay time

at design basis heat exchanger fouling conditions and Technical Specification Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)
temperatures. The normal refueling interval for WBN is 18 months, with refueling outages typically scheduled in
the spring and fall.

(4) Stored legacy fuel assemblies, plus 96 assemblies discharged the previous refueling outage, decayed 96 days,
plus an additional full core (193 assemblies) discharged after 60 days decay time. the SFP has been analyzed
for a maximum water temperature of 159.2 0F.

(5) Considers better than design heat exchanger fouling and better than design UHS temperature
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